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Abstract Chronic neuropathic pain may require a neuro-
surgical treatment, but for reasons that have not been fully
explored yet, a significant number of patients do not benefit
from the intervention. We compared the resting EEG of 15
healthy controls to the EEG of 23 chronic neuropathic pain
patients before and 12 months after treatment by the central
lateral thalamotomy (CLT). A patient subgroup had a high
(n=14, pain relief (PR)≥50%) and another subgroup a low
(n=9, PR<50%) postoperative PR. EEG spectral power and
source localization of the high PR patients were normalized
postoperatively. In contrast, low PR patients showed
postoperative maintenance of insular, cingulate and pre-
frontal overactivities, and their frustration values were
positively correlated with cingulate and prefrontal activity.
These findings demonstrate a normalizing effect of CLT on
cortical activity and suggest that treatment resistance is
associated with a frustration-based dynamics.
Keywords Neuropathic pain . EEG . LORETA . Central
lateral thalamotomy . Frustration . Treatment resistance
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Introduction
Pain is defined as an unpleasant sensory and emotional
experience that arises from actual or potential tissue
damage. The central processing of pain is known to rely
on a neural network involving several cortical and thalamic
brain areas (Melzack and Casey 1968). In healthy controls,
studies identified via brain imaging methods such as
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) the neuro-
nal correlates to an applied exogenous nociceptive stimulus
(Apkarian et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2008; Dube et al. 2009;
Moisset and Bouhassira 2007; Peyron, Laurent, and Garcia-
Larrea 2000a; Tracey 2005, 2007). This so-called “pain
matrix” includes the thalamus, anterior and posterior insular
cortex (aIC and pIC), lateral and medial prefrontal cortex,
(lPFC and mPFC), anterior-, mid- and posterior cingulate
cortex (ACC, MCC, PCC), primary and secondary somato-
sensory cortex (S1 and S2), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC),
basal ganglia, premotor cortex, midbrain, cerebellum, and
posterior parietal cortex (PPC). The results indicate that
pain, as large portions of the paralimbic and associative
cortical areas are concerned, is a complex phenomenon
which requires the tight integration of sensory but also
emotional (Talbot et al. 1991), motivational, and other
cognitive dimensions (Treede et al. 1999). However, it has
to be noted that some of these brain areas (e.g., PPC) are
not only pain-related regions but are also linked to general
attention (Iannetti et al. 2008; Legrain et al. 2011) or
salience function (Downar et al. 2002, 2003).
Another “pain matrix” to be defined is the one reflecting
chronic neuropathic pain (NP, synonym: neurogenic) states.
NP is caused by a damage of the peripheral or central pain
pathways and is characterized by pain perception in the
absence of peripheral nociceptive stimulation. NP repre-
sents a most significant clinical problem and may resist all
therapies. Many studies using imaging and electrophysio-
logical techniques have examined the cortical and subcor-
tical representation of pain (Bingel et al. 2002; Bornhovd et
al. 2002; Buchel et al. 2002; Garcia-Larrea et al. 2003;
Petrovic et al. 2004; Ploner et al. 2002; Shibasaki 2004;
Treede et al. 2003) and NP (Hsieh et al. 1995; Llinás et al.
1999; Shulman et al. 2005; Walton et al. 2010; Willoch et
al. 2000; Wydenkeller et al. 2009). Electroencephalography
(EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies have
shown that NP is associated with increased low (theta: 4–
7 Hz and alpha: 8–13 Hz) and high (beta: 13–30 Hz)
frequency band power (Boord et al. 2008; Llinás et al.
1999; Sarnthein et al. 2006; Schulman et al. 2005; Stern et
al. 2006). These spectral power increases occurred in all
cortical partners of the above-mentioned nociceptive pain
matrix, so that a NP matrix globally identical with it may be
proposed (Stern et al. 2006). However, only few studies
have examined the brain responses after neurosurgical
intervention in NP patients (Sarnthein et al. 2006; Stern et
al. 2006). So far there is no study available that compared
pre- and postsurgical interactions between spectral EEG
power, source localization, and clinically relevant parame-
ters such as pain relief (PR). Examining the interactions
between these variables might help to understand the link
between pain, suffering, and relief (Lee and Tracey 2010).
Further, the question about how brain activity differs in
patients with a high and a low PR has not been addressed
yet. Are EEG overactivities still to be found in patients with
a low PR? If present, such overactivities are expected to be
found spread in the large cognitive-emotional (paralimbic-
associative) cortical matrix, which contains, with the
exception of S1 and S2, the whole NP matrix. The surgical
tool used in this study is the central lateral thalamotomy
(CLT), which is a reactualized form of medial thalamotomy
developed on the basis of pathophysiological data collected
with microelectrode single unit recordings during stereo-
tactic operations in the medial thalamus (Jeanmonod et al.
1996; Jeanmonod and Morel 2009). First evidence for a
normalization of EEG overactivities after CLT has been
published by Stern et al. (2006) and Sarnthein et al. (2006).
The aim of this study was to examine chronic NP
patients with different levels of postsurgical PR. Our
primary hypothesis was that patients with a low post-
surgical PR would demonstrate the maintenance of EEG
overactivities, whereas the EEG of patients with a high PR
would show reduced overactivities or even a normalization.
From the analysis of correlations between EEG and clinical
parameters, we hoped in addition to identify associations
between negative emotional factors (i.e., frustration, anxiety,
and depression) and cortical overactivities.
Material and methods
Patients
We recorded the EEG before (baseline) and 12 months after
the CLT from 23 NP patients (mean age at CLT: 58 years±
7 years, 13 males) who fulfilled the criteria for a surgical
therapy, namely clear NP diagnosis, chronicity (chronic
pain state >1 year), drug therapy-resistance (at least
antiepileptic drugs, benzodiazepines, and antidepressants),
and a strongly diminished quality of life. The EEG data of 5
patients have been used in a previous study of our group
(Stern et al. 2006). The study falls under the ethical
approval of the ‘Kantonale Ethikkommission Zürich’
(reference number: KEK-StV-Nr.05/03*). All patients and
control subjects were fully informed about the aim and the
scope of the study and gave written informed consent.
Biographic data, such as description of pain causes, side,
localization and duration, is reported in Table 1. Clinical
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data of the patients (Tables 1 and 2) were collected before
(baseline) and 12 months after the CLT by an experienced
neurosurgeon and psychiatrist. The clinical data comprise
of a five-scale rating for decrease of quality of life (QOL),
depression, anxiety and frustration, mean pain intensity (not
the affect of pain) estimation on a Visual Analogue Scale
(VAS), medications, side of surgery and PR (Table 2). The
VAS 100 mm line was presented to the patients who had to
move the cursor to the positions (0-100/100) corresponding
to the slightest and the worst pain intensities experienced,
without seeing the millimeter values. The VAS has been
used in many studies for pain quantification (Chanda et al.
2011; Poliakov and Toth 2011) In Table 2, we entered the
mean VAS values, (i.e. the mean of the maximum and the
minimum positions). The pain evolution assessment with
VAS measurements was complemented by the use of a
patient rating of the experienced global PR (in%), where
0% represents an unchanged pain state after the operation
and 100% a complete PR. To assess the level of depression,
anxiety and frustration as well as the decrease of quality of
life, we used a scale ranging from 0 to 4 which was
presented verbally to the patients. For depression, anxiety
and frustration, zero indicates the absence, 1 a slight, 2 a
moderate, 3 a strong and 4 a massive intensity level. For
decrease of quality of life, 0 is for an absent, 1 a slight, 2 a
moderate, 3 a strong and 4 a massive decrease. In Table 2,
the 0.5 values are due to the situations where patients could
not decide between two consecutive positions (e.g. 2.5 for a
scoring between 2 and 3). We used the decrease of quality
of life to get a value moving in the same direction as the 3
emotions, thus simplifying the comparisons and the
analyses. It also made the task easier for the patients: they
could concentrate on their amount of suffering and not on
what would be a “normal quality of life”.
To assess between-group differences on the behavior-
al level, two-sample (two-tailed) t-tests are used for
patients’ age, pain duration, decrease of quality of life,
pain intensity and PR. As the data from psychological
scores are ordinal in nature, and therefore the assump-
tions of the t-test are violated, non-parametric tests
Table 1 Illustration of the biographic data. SD indicates the standard deviation
High pain relief (HPR) group
pat. gender age (years) pain cause pain location pain side pain duration (years)
1 female 69 peripheral trigeminus right 14
2 male 61 central leg bilateral 2
3 female 54 peripheral leg left 8.5
4 female 58 central trigeminus right 8
5 female 54 peripheral arm right 16
6 male 66 central trigeminus right 6
7 female 51 peripheral trigeminus right 3
8 male 38 peripheral trigeminus right 13
9 male 64 peripheral leg left 13
10 male 50 peripheral trigeminus left 4.5
11 male 59 peripheral trigeminus left 5
12 female 52 peripheral trigeminus left 1.5
13 male 68 peripheral trigeminus right 1
14 female 58 peripheral leg left 7
Mean (SD) 57 (8.3) 7.3 (5)
Low pain relief (LPR) group
1 male 71 central hemibody right 5
2 female 50 peripheral trigeminus right 7
3 male 59 peripheral trigeminus left 2
4 male 57 peripheral arm right 6.5
5 male 52 peripheral trigeminus right 4
6 female 60 peripheral trigeminus right 5
7 female 58 peripheral trigeminus right 1.5
8 male 62 peripheral leg right 3
9 male 56 peripheral arm right 7
Mean (SD) 58 (6.1) 4.6 (2.1)
HPR - LPR (p-values) 0.749 0.131
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(Mann–Whitney U-test, two-tailed) are used to test for
between-group differences.
Healthy controls
The healthy control (HC) group consisted of 15 individuals
(mean age 62 years±6 years, 8 males). The HC and HPR/
LPR groups did not statistically differ in age (both p>0.1,
unpaired t-test) or gender (p>0.1, rank sum test). All HC
subjects filled a detailed health questionnaire that checks
for a non-morbid state, including questions on psychiatric
disorders (‘Zürcher Gesundheits-Fragebogen’, S. Kuny and
H.H. Stassen, 2004) such as depression and anxiety. None
of the individuals showed a sign of depression or anxiety.
In addition, none of them had any current or previous
history of relevant physical, neurological or psychiatric
illness, and they were not currently taking drugs or
medication known to affect EEG.
Surgery
Neurosurgical therapy for the patients consisted of the
central lateral thalamotomy (CLT), corresponding to a
therapeutic lesion in the posterior part of the central lateral
thalamic nucleus, called CLp (Jeanmonod et al. 2001a; b;
2009; Morel et al. 1997). The CLT stereotactic intervention
took place under local anaesthesia. A stereotactic frame
(Cosman Robert Wells, Radionics, Burlington Massachu-
setts) compatible with magnetic resonance (MR) was used.
The electrode reached the computer-calculated target in the
base of CLp through a prefrontal approach, under imped-
ance monitoring. The coordinates of the CLT target are: (1)
dorso-ventral: the intercommissural plane, (2) antero-
posterior: 2 mm posterior to the pc, and (3) medio-lateral:
6 mm lateral to the thalamo-ventricular border. Single unit
recordings were obtained using tungsten microelectrodes,
with a protocol including tests of motor voluntary function,
as well as tactile, nociceptive and proprioceptive stimuli.
The microelectrode recordings are useful to first localize
the ventral border of CLp, and second to demonstrate the
lack of responses of most units and the presence of low-
threshold calcium spike (LTS) bursts. At the end of the
recording session, a macroelectrode replaced the microelec-
trode in the common guide tube, and a macrostimulation
session was performed analysing somatosensory, motor and
cognitive/emotional responses. A radiofrequency thermole-
sion (4 mm diameter over 10–12 mm length) was placed.
MR imaging of the CLT lesion was performed 2 days after
the surgery on T1-weighted images. A unilateral lesion of
one patient is shown in Fig. 1. Often, the CLT must be
performed bilaterally (Table 2). The anatomical evidence
for this bilaterality is the bilateral spinothalamic projec-
tions, particularly significant for axial, face and low
extremity inputs. The EEG evidence is presented in Stern
et al. (2006) and Sarnthein et al. (2006) showing that the
EEG overactivities are indeed localized bilaterally. The
clinical evidence was already present in the literature and
has been reviewed and confirmed (Jeanmonod and Morel
2009). Few patients had only a unilateral CLT, either
because the obtained PR was sufficient, or because of the
presence of dominant counterproductive postoperative
A B
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Fig. 1 Illustration of postopera-
tive 3-D MRI (a) and horizontal
atlas projections b of a unilateral
CLT lesion in a single patient.
The outline of the lesion repre-
sented in b corresponds to the
hyper-intense area on the 2-days
postoperative MRI and does not
include the oedema seen around
the lesion (dotted line in a).
Scale bars: 5 mm in (a) and
2 mm in (b)
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emotional factors, which demanded the interruption of the
surgical approach. We also investigated whether the site of
the lesion (right, left, or bilateral) was linked to the
topographical location of spectral band power changes in
the EEG. For that purpose, we calculated spectral band
power (12 months after the surgical intervention) in three
different regions of interest (ROI). One ROI contained only
electrodes from the left scalp part, whereas the second ROI
contained only electrodes from the right scalp part. The
bilateral ROI contained all electrodes from ROI 1 and 2.
Midline electrodes were not included.
EEG recording sessions
Subjects were seated in a dimly lit room shielded against
sound and stray electric fields and were video monitored.
We recorded a mean of 7.5 min continuous EEG with eyes
closed and a mean of 7.5 min continuous EEG with eyes
open. Due to the similar results for both experimental
conditions, we present here only the results for the eyes
closed condition. The recording sessions were performed
between 9 to 12 h in order to exclude an impact of circadian
factors on the EEG. Subjects were advised to abstain from
caffeinated beverages on the day of recording to avoid the
caffeine-induced EEG theta decrease (Landolt et al. 2004).
Before each recording, subjects were instructed to assume a
comfortable position in a chair and were free to place their
head on a chin-rest. EEG signals were measured with 60
Ag/AgCl surface electrodes, which were fixed in a cap at
the standard positions, according to the extended 10–20
system (M11, Easycap, Herrsching, Germany). During
recording, electrode CPz served as reference. Impedance
was below 5 kΩ in all electrodes processed for further
analysis. Additionally, two bipolar electrode channels were
used to monitor eye movements. EEG signals were
registered using the SynAmps EEG system (Neuroscan
Compumedics, Houston, TX, 0.017 nV precision, sampling
rate 250 Hz, 0.3–100 Hz analog band pass filter, -12 dB/
octave) and continuously viewed on PC monitor.
Data preprocessing and editing
Data were analyzed offline in Matlab (The Mathworks,
Natick, MA) using EEGLAB (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/
index.html) (Delorme and Makeig 2004). First, the scalp
EEG was re-referenced to the mean of the signals recorded
at the ear lobes, which was followed by high-pass filtering
with a filter of 0.5 Hz to remove linear trends. EEG was
visually inspected in 5 s epochs, and eye movement, muscle
or heart beat artifacts were removed (mean data length
(patients): 5.34 min (± 0.83 min) and mean data length
(HC): 5.58 min (± 0.98 min), p=0.08, two-tailed two-
sample t-test). Next, the EEG was decomposed into
independent components using independent component
analysis (ICA). After removal of artifact components the
signal was reconstructed. The reconstruction of each single
ICA component’s contribution to the original scalp data is
produced by first zeroing out all but the chosen component
(row) in the activation matrix, then multiplying by the
inverse weight matrix. To investigate the effect of ICA
component rejection, we compared patients’ (pre-surgery)
and HCs’ power spectra by two approaches: 1) after visual
artifact rejection only (i.e. before ICA) and 2) after
additional individual component rejection. Repeated-
measures ANOVAs with the factor frequency band power
(theta (4–7 Hz), alpha (7–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz) and
gamma (30–48 Hz)) as within-subject variable and group as
between-subject variable revealed no significant difference
between the two approaches (delta: F=0.3, p<0.6; theta: F=
0.3, p<0.6; alpha: F=0.8, p=0.4; beta: F=0.002, p<0.9;
gamma: F=0.005, p<0.9). We will hence report only the
results of ICA corrected data. We confirmed alertness of
subjects during the recording session by checking for
slowing of the alpha rhythm, slow rolling eye movements,
appearance of alpha spindles or increasing theta power.
Power spectral density
After IC back transformation, spectral analysis was per-
formed on the subjects’ average data length (for the eyes
closed condition) with the multitaper method that provides
a formal method to obtain estimates from the spectrum with
optimal bias and variance properties (Mitra and Pesaran
1999). Spectra were calculated with a window length of 5 s,
fast Fourier transform (FFT) length of 32 s, and bandwidth
parameter nw=2 and k=3 tapers (Percival and Walden
1993). Spectral power was log-transformed so that the data
distribution was close to the normal distribution (Gasser et
al. 1982). The following frequency bands were examined:
Low frequency bands: theta (4–7 Hz); middle frequency
bands: alpha (7–13 Hz); high frequency bands: beta (13–
30 Hz) and gamma (30–48 Hz). To test for significant
group differences, the mean band power at each electrode
was compared between the particular patient group (HPR
and LPR) and the HC group by non-parametric Wilcoxon
tests (p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using the
false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg
1995) or p<0.001, uncorrected). Results were plotted on
topographical maps.
Source analysis
To localize the cortical sources of scalp EEG activity we
used low resolution electromagnetic tomography analysis
(LORETA; (Pascual-Marqui et al. 1994)). The LORETA
method is a discrete, 3D distributed, linear, inverse solution.
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The LORETA solution corresponds to the 3D distribution
of electrical neuronal activity that features a maximum
similarity (i.e. maximum synchronization), in terms of
orientation and strength, between neuronal populations in
adjacent voxels. The imaging is therefore particularly tuned
towards synchronized brain activities as they occur, e.g. in
spreading oscillatory activities. Since LORETA takes
explicitly into account that scalp electric potentials are
determined up to an arbitrary additive constant, the final
LORETA solution is independent of the electrical reference
used. In the implementation of LORETA, computations
were made in a head model using the MNI305 template
(Mazziotta et al. 2001), with the three-dimensional solution
space restricted to cortical gray matter, as determined by the
probabilistic Talairach atlas (Lancaster et al. 2000). Voxel
size is 7 mm on each side, i.e. allowing the correct
localization of deep structures such as the ACC (Pizzagalli
et al. 2001). In addition, this slightly blurry voxel resolution
allows a separation of the IC in an anterior and posterior
part, since the antero-posterior dimension of the insula is 4–
5 cm. In order to calculate tomographic LORETA images
we first calculated the cross-spectral density matrix using
the multi-taper FFT method. With a spatial over-smoothing
of 10-4 the current source density was estimated for 2394
cortical voxels within the frequency bands given above.
This procedure resulted in one 3D LORETA image for each
subject and for each frequency range. LORETA images
were statistically compared between groups through multi-
ple voxel-by-voxel comparisons in a nonparametric ran-
domization test (5000 permutations) for functional brain
imaging (Nichols and Holmes 2002). All t-values corre-
sponded to p<0.05 or p<0.01 (corrected for multiple
comparisons). The colour coded images are registered to
the stereotaxic Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux
1988), and overlaid onto a MRI template with a scale bar
indicating statistical power. Brodmann areas (BA) were
used to describe the brain activity pattern.
Correlation analysis
To test for possible pre- and post-operative interactions
between the clinical status and EEG activity of the patients,
we performed a voxel-wise (whole-brain) correlation
analysis. Specifically, activity within each of the 2,394
voxels was correlated with one of the following clinical
parameters: pain duration, mean pain intensity, decrease of
quality of life, PR and the psychological factors (anxiety,
depression, and frustration). In order to compensate for
intersubject variability, LORETA maps for each individual
were first z-transformed before being entered into the
analysis. The statistical threshold for the analysis was set
to p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using a
nonparametric randomization test with 5000 permutations
(Nichols and Holmes 2002). For each frequency-band
specific p-value we report the according r-value. Although
each voxel has its own p-value, subsequent plots will only
show (frequency-band specific) significantly correlated
voxels at a corrected p-value of p≤0.05.
To test whether treatment resistance was linked to
psychological scores, we analyzed PR as a function of the
psychological factors, assessed by Pearson’s correlations
and an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with PR as
dependent variable and psychological scores as factors.
Further we tested by Pearson’s correlations whether PR was
linked to the (mean) pain intensity.
Results
According to their postoperative PR, patients were separat-
ed in two groups: one group with a high postoperative PR
(HPR, n=14, PR≥50%), and one group with a low pain
relief (LPR, n=9, PR<50%). The criterion to split the
patients into two groups by 50% PR was justified by
previous clinical reports on NP surgery (Kupers and Gybels
1996). Further, a k-mean cluster analysis provides indepen-
dent statistical support for our proposed split of the
continuous variable PR on a clinical basis. Basically, the
k-mean cluster analysis represents a method of unsuper-
vised learning and tries to classify a relatively homoge-
neous group of cases (i.e., NP patients) based on selected
characteristics (i.e., PR). The algorithm requires specifying
the number of clusters (i.e., two) and performs a distance
measure (here: simple Euclidean distance), which will
determine the similarity of cases, according to the distance
to a particular cluster centre. After normalization of the PR
values (Fisher’s z-transformation) and 100 iterations as
convergence criterion, the analysis revealed two clusters:
one cluster with 15 patients (mean PR: 75%) and one with
8 patients (mean PR: 12%). As this analysis yield similar
results as obtained by the 50% split criterion, all main
results will be presented for the original analysis (HPR, n=
14 versus LPR, n=9).
Pre-CLT EEG results
Across all electrode contacts, we observed a spectral
enhancement of the EEG power in different frequency
bands in both patient groups (HPR and LPR) as compared
to the HC group (Fig. 2a and b). Electrode-wise compar-
isons revealed significant increases (t-values in a yellow-red
color code, with red indicating the strongest statistical
differences) for both patient groups, most enhanced in the
theta and alpha band (Fig. 2c and d) as compared to the HC
group. For the HPR group, fronto-central (FP1-FP1/2, FPz,
AFz, AF3/4, AF7/8, Fz, F1/2/3/4/5/6/7, FT7, FC5, FC3,
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FC1, FCz, and FC2) and temporo-parietal electrodes (TP7,
CP5, P7, and P5) showed significantly (p<0.05, corrected
for multiple comparisons) increased spectral power in the
theta band. In the alpha band, fronto-central electrodes
(AF8, F5, F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2,
FC4, FC6, and FT8) showed significantly (p<0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons) increased spectral
power for the HPR than the HC group. In beta, power
was only enhanced for the HPR group at FC5 and FC6. For
the LPR group, significant (p<0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons) increases occurred in left-hemispheric centro-
temporal (FC3, FC1, C5, C3, C1, TP7) and parieto-
occipital (CP5, CP3, P7, P5, PO7, and O1) electrodes in
the theta band. In the alpha band, the LPR group showed
significantly (p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons)
increased spectral power compared to the HC group at left-
hemispheric fronto-temporal (F7, F5, FT7, T7), fronto-
central (FC5, FC3, C5, C3), temporo-parietal (TP7), and
centro-parietal (CP5) electrode contacts. On the right
hemisphere, spectral power increases were observed at
fronto-central (F6, FC4, and FC6) electrodes. In addition,
the LPR group showed significant (p<0.001, uncorrected)
spectral power increases in the beta and gamma band at
parieto-occipital (O2 and P6 respectively) electrodes.
LORETA revealed that several cortical locations displayed
overactivities when the two patients groups were compared
to the HC group (Figs. 3 and 4). For clarification, we
labeled pain regions on a template brain (Fig. 3a). For the
HPR patients, significant overactivities were observed with
a left-hemispheric dominance in the theta band bilateral in
the IC (BA 13), MCC (BA 24), ACC (BA 24), lateral
temporal cortex (lTC, BA 21/22), medial temporal cortex
(mTC, BA 20/28/35/36), lPFC (BA 10/46), mPFC (BA 32/
6/9/10/11/12), OFC (BA 11/47) and anterior TPC. In alpha
and beta overactivities were seen in IC, mTC, lTC, mPFC,
ACC and MCC (Fig. 3b–d). Gamma band overactivities
(not shown) occurred predominately in the left IC but were
not significant.
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Fig. 2 a–b Illustration of resting EEG spectral power distributions
across all 60 scalp electrodes for healthy controls (HC, red curves) and
neuropathic pain patients, before (green curves) and 12 month after
(blue curves) the central lateral thalamotomy (CLT). c–f Topograph-
ical distribution of significant frequency-band specific power changes
for each of the 60 scalp electrodes (black dots) for the HPR and LPR
group before (c and b, respectively) and after the CLT (e and f,
respectively). Electrode names are provided in subfigure E. Significant
changes are shown at p<0.05 (corrected for multiple comparisons,
black dots) or at p<0.001 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons,
black crosses)
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For the LPR group, overactivities were observed, with a
left dominance too, in the IC and MCC in the theta and
alpha band (Fig. 4a–b). However, in contrast to the HPR
group, activities were more pronounced in the pIC (BA 13),
adjacent temporo-parietal cortex (TPC, BA 21/22), lTC,
mTC and lPFC. Beta and gamma overactivities were found
in the occipital cortex (OC, BA 17/18/19/37), IC (beta
only) and TPC (beta only), as shown in Fig. 4c–d.
Additionally, we tested the reliability of the source
localization results with a more rigorous way to split the
two patients groups. Here we used 11 patients of the HPR
group (PR≥70%) and 8 patients of the LPR group (PR≤
30%).The results demonstrated a high similarity, i.e. a high
spatial overlap of overactivities at similar statistical thresh-
olds between this and our original analysis (data not
shown).
We also tested the relevance of pain location for both
groups, i.e. we compared brain activities for patients with
trigeminal and without trigeminal pain (i.e., 9 versus 5
patients in the HPR group and 3 versus 6 patients in the
LPR group). The results are shown in Fig. 5. For both
patient groups, we did not find significant differences for
any frequency band. There was only a trend for stronger
beta band activity for HPR patients with trigeminal pain.
Pre-CLT EEG/clinical results
The whole-brain correlation analysis across both patient
groups revealed significant (theta: p<0.05, r=0.44; beta: p<
0.05, r=0.43) interactions or a trend (alpha: p<0.1, r=0.32)
between the mean pain intensity and EEG activity in the
cingulate, prefrontal, orbitofrontal and insular areas as
illustrated in Fig. 6a. Specifically, correlations in theta were
located in PCC, left IC, and OC; in alpha in the ACC, MCC,
mPFC, lPFC and left IC; in beta in ACC, lPFC, mPFC and
OFC. Frustration was positively correlated with EEG activity
in the ACC, MCC, IC, mPFC, lPFC and OFC (theta: p<
0.05, r=0.36) as shown in Fig. 6b.
Post-CLT EEG results
Twelve months after CLT we found, as compared to the HC
group, that the HPR group had a normalized spectral power
(Fig. 2a). Electrode-wise comparison revealed that this
normalization was visible in all frequency bands and in all
electrodes as shown in the topographical maps of Fig. 2e. In
contrast, spectral band power for the LPR group remained
enhanced in low and especially in high frequency bands
compared to the HC group (Fig. 2b). Electrode-wise
comparison showed significant (p<0.05, corrected for
multiple comparisons) spectral power increases in theta at
left fronto-temporal (FT7, T7), fronto-central (FC5), and
central (C5) electrodes. For alpha, spectral power increases
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Fig. 3 Illustration of brain regions showing preoperative overactiv-
ities for the HPR group. a For clarification, main activated areas are
labeled on a template brain: aIC anterior insular cortex; pIC posterior
insular cortex; mPFC medial prefrontal cortex; lPFC lateral prefrontal
cortex; MCC middle anterior cingulate cortex; mTC medial temporal
cortex; ACC anterior cingulate cortex; PCC posterior cingulate cortex;
TPC temporo-parietal cortex; ITC inferotemporal cortex; OFC
orbitofrontal cortex, and OC occipital cortex. The OFC is marked
with a blue arrow and extends above the orbita. b–d Functional
tomographic LORETA maps for the contrast: HPR (pre-surgery)
versus HC. For each frequency band, three orthogonal slices are
displayed. The color coded images are registered to the stereotaxic
Talairach space, and overlaid onto a structural MRI scan. Red areas
correspond to overactivities (p<0.05 or p<0.01, corrected for multiple
comparisons; indicated by black arrows) in the HPR group
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at the same statistical threshold were observed bilaterally at
frontal (AF7, AF8, F7, F5, F3, F4, F6, F8), left fronto-
temporal (FT7 and FT8), bilateral fronto-central (FC5, FC4,
and FC6), and left temporal (T8) electrodes. In beta,
spectral power increases (p<0.001, uncorrected) occurred
at right frontal (AF8) and left fronto-temporal (FT8)
electrodes. In gamma, significant (p<0.001, uncorrected)
spectral power increases were seen at right frontal (F4),
fronto-central (FC2 and FC4), central (Cz, C2, and C4), and
centro-parietal (CPz, CP2, and P2) electrodes (2 F).
LORETA results are presented in two ways. First, we
compared each of the patient groups (12 months after
surgery) to the HC group (contrast 1). Second, we
calculated within-group comparisons, comparing the EEG
activity patterns before and 12 months after CLT for each
of the two patient groups (contrast 2). For contrast 1 we
found that there were no significant overactivities visible
for the HPR group, irrespectively of the investigated
frequency band (all p>0.1, data not shown). For the LPR
group we observed two findings (Fig. 4e–h). First,
significant overactivities were visible in all frequency
bands. Second, these overactivities were located in the IC,
lPFC, mPFC, MCC, ACC, PCC and OFC. We observed,
comparing with the pre-operative state, a switch from
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Fig. 4 Functional tomographic LORETA maps for the contrast LPR (pre-surgery: a–d and 12 month post-surgery: e–h) versus HC. Red areas
correspond to overactivities (p<0.05 or p<0.01, corrected for multiple comparisons; indicated by black arrows)
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posterior to anterior and from left to right regions, i.e.
from the left pIC and TPC to the right aIC and lPFC.
Contrast 2 revealed for the HPR group (Fig. 7a and b)
alpha and beta pre-CLT overactivities (red color code) as
compared to the post-CLT state in the IC, ACC, MCC, lTC,
mTC, mPFC, lPFC and TPC similar to what was seen in the
comparison with HC, indicating that the obtained post-CLT
reductions were well centered on the overactive pre-CLT
areas. For the LPR group (Fig. 7c and d), significant right-
dominant alpha and beta overactivities were seen in the
post-CLT condition (blue colors) as compared to the pre-
CLT state, which are located in the lPFC, mPFC, aIC and
ACC. This result parallels the findings from contrast 1 and
further indicates that HPR and LPR patients showed
different postoperative brain activity patterns.
As the HPR group did not show overactivities anymore 12
months after the CLT compared to HC group, we additionally
tested whether the contrast ‘LPR versus HPR’ leads to similar
result as the contrast ‘LPR versus HC. Indeed, we found that
the LPR group show significant right-hemispheric overactiv-
ities in the insular and orbito-frontal cortex in the alpha and
beta band. For theta and gamma, overactivities are visible at
the right insular cortex and the medial PFC but failed to reach
significance (Fig. 7e). This can be most probably explained
by the fact (12 months post-surgery) spectral band power was
not fully normalized in the HPR group (Fig. 2a).
Further, we did not find an effect on spectral band power
related to the side of the lesion (Fig. 8). For example, a
unilateral lesion (left or right) revealed similar spectral band
power (1–48 Hz) in the three different ROIs, and was thus
not linked to the side of the lesion.
Post-CLT EEG/clinical results
A comparison of the post-CLT clinical results between both
groups revealed significantly higher (mean) pain intensity
values as well as higher psychological scores (trend for
anxiety) for the LPR group compared to the HPR group. In
addition, decreases in quality of life were significantly
higher for the LPR group. Further, PR was significantly
negatively correlated to (mean) pain intensity across all
patients (r=−0.75, p<0.0001), Table 2 provides detailed
information about the individual test scores for each patient
before and after surgery. The whole-brain correlation
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Fig. 5 Illustration of (pre-surgery) brain activation differences between
HPR (a) and LPR (b) patients with trigeminal and without trigeminal
pain. Red areas indicate regions in which patients with trigeminal pain
showed stronger EEG activations than patients without trigeminal pain.
None of the comparisons reached statistical significance. The black
arrow indicates the threshold for a statistical trend (p<0.1)
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analysis for the HPR group revealed that PR was negatively
correlated with EEG activities in ACC, MCC, IC, mPFC,
lPFC, PCC, TPC and OFC (theta: p<0.01, r=−0.5; alpha:
p<0.01, r=−0.64; beta: p<0.01, r=−0.78) as shown in
Fig. 9a. For the LPR group, frustration was positively
correlated with lPFC, ACC, mPFC, IC and OFC activity
(theta: p<0.05, r=0.45) as shown in Fig. 9b.
Across all patients, an ANOVA with PR as dependent
variable and the psychological factors (frustration,
depression, anxiety) as predictor revealed a trend (F=
2.94, p<0.057). Further, PR was significantly negatively
correlated to all psychological factors (Pearson correla-
tions, all p<0.002).
Although it has been demonstrated that medication has
an effect on the EEG, it was shown recently that spectral
power and source localization differences between medi-
cated and non-medicated chronic NP patients are small
(Stern, et al. 2006). However, we additionally examined the
influence of medications on the postoperative brain activity
by comparing the source localization results of six HPR
patients with medication to eight HPR patients without
medication. Only in the theta band elevated (p<0.1) activity
was observed for the medicated group within the mPFC,
ACC, and IC (not shown).
As some of the HPR and LPR patients show a PR of
50% or close to 50% (4 patients in with a PR between
40% and 70%), we additionally tested whether the pre-
and post-surgery results of the source localization
analysis are comparable if we exclude the described
four patients. Thus, we compared 11 HPR (PR≥70%)
patients and 8 LPR (PR≤40%) patients to 15 HC
respectively, and found highly comparable results to
our original analysis (e.g., same statistical threshold and
similar spatial locations of overactivities).
Discussion
Preoperative observations
We could first confirm on a larger patient group the results
of EEG studies on NP (Sarnthein et al. 2006; Stern et al.
2006). NP patients display before treatment a robust
increase of their EEG power spectra in broad low and high
frequency bands. The source localization of these EEG
overactivities is centered in the cortical NP matrix, mainly
in IC, cingulate areas and mPFC. Another complementary
way to demonstrate such a causal relationship has been to
correlate EEG overactivities with pain intensity. This was
obtained by applying a whole-brain voxel-to-voxel proce-
dure, which evidenced a significant correlation between
pain intensity and cingulate and mPFC overactivities. These
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alpha (7-13 Hz)
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Fig. 6 Pre-surgery whole brain
correlation analysis between the
factors pain intensity (a) or
frustration (b) and LORETA
EEG activity averaged for the
HPR and LPR groups
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results are in line with the well-known central role of
cingulate and PFC areas during experimental pain and NP
(Apkarian et al. 2001, 2005; Baliki et al. 2006; Ballantine et
al. 1967; Dube, et al. 2009; Hsieh et al. 1995; Jones et al.
2003a; Peyron et al. 2000; Ploner et al. 2002; Salomons et
al. 2007; Sarnthein et al. 2006; Starr et al. 2009; Stern et al.
2006; Treede et al. 1999, 2003; Wager et al. 2004; Willoch
et al. 2000). It is also known that the unpleasantness of pain
activates the cingulate and PFC (Mobascher et al. 2009),
amygdala, and insula (Brooks et al. 2005), although all of
these studies examined exogenously induced pain (e.g.,
induced by painful stimulation) rather than chronic NP. The
key structure of the medial pain system is the ACC, which
is a functionally heterogeneous brain area that receives its
main afferents from the medial thalamic nuclei and which
has been implicated in the integration of cognition, affect
and social behaviour (Devinsky et al. 1995). The largest
evidence for the coupling of cingulate areas and pain
processing came from lesion and stimulation studies
(Ballantine et al. 1967; Spooner et al. 2007). Specifically,
it has been shown that cingulotomy provides significant PR
in half to three quarters of pain patients (Ballantine et al.
1967). Recently, it has been demonstrated in a patient with
phantom limb pain treated with deep brain stimulation
(DBS) that pain-related activities were found in the IC,
OFC and ACC areas (Kringelbach et al. 2007). Our data are
fully in line with these observations.
One might ask whether the HPR and LPR group show
already spectral band power or localization differences
before the operation. This question is highly significant in
the search for the possibility of a pre-treatment selection of
the patients who will benefit from surgery. However,
Fig. 10 demonstrates that the two groups cannot be
separated at the pre-surgical level. Further studies on larger
groups will hopefully provide statistical evidence for such a
separation.
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Fig. 7 Functional tomographic LORETA maps for the contrast pre-
versus post surgery for the HPR group (a, b) and the LPR group (c, d)
as well as 12-month post-surgery contrast ‘LPR group versus HPR
group’ (e). The red color code in a–d indicates stronger activation
before than after the surgery; the blue color code indicates stronger
activation after than before the surgery. The red color code in e
indicates stronger activation for the LPR than the HPR group. All
results are displayed at p<0.05 (corrected for multiple comparisons)
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Fig. 8 Illustration of spectral
EEG band power differences
(12 month after the surgical
intervention) for three different
regions of interests in patients
with a unilateral lesion (right or
left hemisphere). The red line in
each panel shows the average
spectral band power (1–48 Hz)
for electrodes of the right scalp
(ROIR). The green line in each
panel represents average spectral
band power for all electrodes
(ROIB). The blue line in each
panel shows the average spectral
band power for electrodes of
the left scalp (ROIL). For
all ROIs, midline electrodes
were not included
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Postoperative operations: treatment resistance
Postoperatively, the HPR group demonstrates a normaliza-
tion by the CLT of both power spectrum and source
localization. A confirmation of such an effect comes
through the whole-brain voxel-to-voxel analysis, which
demonstrates an inverse correlation between PR and
activity in the cingulate areas, OFC, PFC and IC, as well
as between PR (across all patients) and psychological
factors (anxiety, depression and frustration).
To the contrary, we observed no normalization of EEG
parameters in CLT-resistant patients (LPR group). One
might ask whether a low PR could be explained by a
failure in the CLT procedure itself. However, this can be
excluded by the postoperative reconstruction of all CLTs in
this study. These were indeed included based on their
millimeter level reconstruction showing them to be on
target (Fig. 1).
Most interestingly, the remaining overactivities shifted
from left posterior to right anterior cortical areas, centered
on prefrontal, insular, cingulate and orbitofrontal regions.
Thus, our study demonstrates complex bilateral EEG
effects, which do not correlate with the pain lateralization
(see Table 1). Central yet unidentified factors are thus to be
envisaged, which might explain this shift from preoperative
left-dominance to postoperative right dominance. This
might be attributed to differentially lateralized prefrontal
emotional coding (Budell et al. 2010; Peyron et al. 2000a).
The shift of EEG overactivity from the posterior to the
anterior IC might be explained by its key role in mediating
human awareness (Craig 2009) and by its involvement in
mediating the influence of cognition on pain, i.e. when
subjects have to estimate their experience of pain (Kong et
al. 2006).
The postoperative correlation of the frustration score
with EEG activities in ACC, IC, PFC and OFC in the LPR
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alpha (7-13 Hz)
theta (4-7 Hz)
B
Fig. 9 Illustration of the post-surgery results for whole brain correlation analysis between the factors pain relief (a) and frustration (b) and LORETA
EEG activity. For pain relief, the correlations analysis is performed only for the HPR group; for frustration, it is performed only for the LPR group
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group indicates an association of this feeling with the
occurrence of a resistance to therapy. As mentioned above,
it is known that emotional-cognitive functions, including
the integration of the affective-emotional aspect of pain, are
represented in the cingulate, but also insular and frontal
regions (Brooks et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2008; Herwig et al.
2010; Nielen et al. 2009; Northoff et al. 2000). Because the
pain and the paralimbic-associative networks overlap
subtotally, our study cannot claim to separate pain-related
and cognitive/emotional phenomena. And because emo-
tions are used exclusively in correlation analyses with EEG
data, we cannot propose for them a causal relationship with
cortical events. Indeed, it remains to be demonstrated if
therapy-resistance happened because of a particularly
counterproductive frustration dynamics, or if frustration
remained high postoperatively because surgery could not
reduce pain sufficiently due to other factors still to be
identified.
Pathophysiological mechanisms for NP
Several mechanisms have been proposed for the patho-
physiology of NP (Apkarian et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2003b;
Llinás et al. 1999; Peyron et al. 2000b; Treede et al. 1999).
Among them, it has been argued that NP relies on disturbed
thalamocortical interactions, known as thalamocortical
dysrhythmia (Llinas et al. 1998, 1999), for which a
computational model was presented recently (Proske et al.
2011). Thalamic microelectrode recordings have shown the
presence of low threshold calcium spike (LTS) bursts in the
somatosensory (Lenz et al. 1989) and medial (Jeanmonod
et al. 1993; 1996) thalamus of NP patients. LTS bursts
displayed low frequency (theta) rhythmicity, with a mean
interburst discharge rate of 4 Hz. These bursts were
described in vitro and in vivo and related to a state of
membrane hyperpolarization (Llinás and Jahnsen 1982;
Steriade et al. 1997). This enhanced theta thalamic activity
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Fig. 10 Illustration of EEG activity (a, c) and spectral EEG band
power (b) differences for the pre-surgical contrast ‘HPR versus LPR’
and ‘LPR versus HPR’. Red areas in a indicate regions in which HPR
patients exhibited stronger brain activity than LPR patients. Red areas
in b reflect electrode locations that showed higher spectral band power
for HPR than LPR patients. Blue regions in c indicate regions in
which LPR patients exhibited stronger brain activity than HPR
patients. The only significant group differences were seen at a few
parieto-occipital electrodes in the alpha band (b)
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found a correlate in local field potentials, EEG and MEG
studies (Llinás et al. 1999; Moazami-Goudarzi et al. 2010;
2008; Sarnthein and Jeanmonod 2008; Sarnthein et al.
2006; Schulman et al. 2005; Stern et al. 2006). Evidence for
the role of the medial thalamus in NP came already from
clinical studies in the late forties (Hécean et al. 1949), since
it was demonstrated that in contrast to all other lesional
surgeries, medial thalamotomies against NP provide a good
success rate, produce no somatosensory or other deficits,
and have a low complication rate, with especially the
absence of risk for the development of iatrogenic pain
(Jeanmonod et al. 1994; Jeanmonod and Morel 2009; Sano
1977). This relevance of the medial thalamus in NP is
supported by the anatomical connectivity of CL, which
relays pain information, conveyed mainly through the
spinothalamic tract, to a large number of the areas involved
in NP, including S2, IC, ACC, OFC and PFC (Apkarian
and Shi 1994; Craig 1996; Willis 1985; Willis and West-
lund 1997).
Limitations
A limitation of our study might be that EEG LORETA
source localization does not provide a high spatial
resolution such as fMRI. Nevertheless our results reveal
three important findings: first, we replicate not only EEG
and MEG findings (Stern et al. 2006) but also other
functional brain imaging studies of chronic NP processing
(Apkarian et al. 2001; Hsieh et al. 1995). In addition, we
found two important differences between patient groups:
first, the absence of post-operative overactivities in the
HRP group, and second, the remaining significant post-
surgical overactivities for the LPR group, with a shift from
left and posterior (pre-surgery) to right and anterior
hemispheric localization. This shift could be clearly
detected with LORETA source localization. In addition,
the different pre- and post-surgery EEG activity patterns
could be resolved satisfactorily: for example, the voxel size
is 7 mm, i.e. is much smaller than the antero-posterior
spatial extent (4–5 cm) of the IC, in which we observed
differential posterior and anterior localizations. In fact, the
LORETA EEG source localization seems to be most
appropriate for the analysis of a widespread and distributed
bi-hemispheric process like NP.
In various commonly used instruments, such as the
Hamilton Depression and Anxiety questionnaires (HAMD
and HAMA), the 0–4 rating scale is used as basis because it
can be easily implemented by the patients and provides a
sufficient level of differentiation. These questionnaires use
the sum of many 0–4 rating scales. Frustration has been
much less examined: there exists no well recognized
frustration scale, and the few instruments at disposition
address specific sub-issues of no direct interest to this study,
e.g. anger expression (STAXI-2), reaction to frustration
(RFS), or frustration intolerance and discomfort (FDS). To
obtain a homogeneous analysis of depression, anxiety and
frustration and to facilitate correlation analyses, we chose to
rate these three items in a simplified way, based only on
one single 0–4 scale each. This simplification represents a
significant limitation of this study.
The functional significance of EEG frequency bands
in pain perception
Our results indicate that different brain regions demonstrate
NP-related activity in multiple EEG frequency bands. Our
correlation analyses complement the evidence collected
from comparisons between patient and control groups, to
demonstrate the relevance of an EEG frequency-based
approach in the understanding of NP mechanisms. Specif-
ically, we suggest that the link between frustration and theta
activity (in the ACC, PFC, and IC) underlines the role of
low-frequency activity not only as a marker for NP (see
pre-surgical results) but also as a marker for treatment
resistance. Otherwise, the correlation between post-
operative frustration values and theta-related activity should
not be seen. In contrast, PR is linked in a much broader
fashion to oscillatory activity than frustration, because the
observed correlations with PR were seen in low, middle,
and higher frequency bands. Our study could demonstrate
for the first time that this coupling is linked to predominant
overactivities in the IC, ACC, and MCC. During real-time
fMRI it has been shown that individuals who could control
ACC activity (via visual feedback) during experimentally
induced pain reported less pain (deCharms et al. 2005). We
suggest that ACC and potentially IC and MCC are further
partners which are linked to suffering (e.g., manifested by
PR and frustration), and that the degree of suffering is
directly coupled to oscillatory activity (Figs. 6 and 9).
Neurofeedback training, e.g. controlling brain oscillatory
activity through visual feedback, might help to further
enhance PR in (treated and untreated) NP patients.
It is known that an altered functionality within the PFC
(as also seen in this study) is linked to structural loss within
this area in NP patients (May 2008). Thus, we cannot
exclude that EEG frequency power differences between the
LPR and HPR group might be related to differences in
cortical reorganization.
We show in addition that the dysrhythmic process at the
source of NP affects both hemispheres in spite of the
presence of unilateral pain, and that EEG spectral power
does not show lateralization effects after unilateral thera-
peutic lesions. Quantitative EEG studies have also been
useful in the different though neighbour field of induced,
nociceptive pain. Alpha activity in sensorimotor cortical
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areas was seen contralateral to the side of the induced pain,
while beta activity was linked to changes in the ipsilateral
hemisphere (Stancak et al. 2007). Both EEG power and EEG
peak frequency were related to nociceptive pain stimulation.
For example, it was shown that tonic noxious stimulation
was positively linked to the alpha peak frequency – a marker
for attention demands, cognitive performance, arousal, and
potentially a marker for a personal signature (Klimesch et al.
1990; Napflin et al. 2007) – at bilateral temporal recording
sites (Nir et al. 2010).
Conclusion
The observed normalization of both power spectrum and
source localization speaks for a selective regulation by CLT
of a dysfunctional thalamocortical system. Our results,
however, also underlines the importance of the human
cognitive/emotional domain, able to jeopardize this nor-
malizing effect. This is consistent with the size of the
paralimbic/associative network, which codes for concepts
and emotions in the human brain, and with the imbedding
of the pain matrix inside this network. Our results point in
addition to the relevance of a frustration-based dynamics in
chronic NP. They emphasize the absolute necessity to
integrate surgical and psychotherapeutic approaches, and
might be useful in a search for further adaptations of both
therapeutic options in these difficult chronic situations.
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